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Another good night for Josh Smith as Hawks 
beat Wizards 104-95

ATLANTA HAWKS DECEMBER 7, 2012 BY: ANDREW SNOOK

Josh Smith (http://www.examiner.com/topic/josh-smith) 

was the story for the Atlanta Hawks 

(http://www.examiner.com/topic/atlanta-hawks) Friday 

night as he scored a game-high 23 points and 

pulled down 15 rebounds as the Hawks outplayed 

the Washington Wizards 

(http://www.examiner.com/topic/washington-wizards) to 

end their recent homestand with a 104-95 win at 

Philips Arena (http://www.examiner.com/topic/philips-

arena) in Atlanta. Al Horford 

(http://www.examiner.com/topic/al-horford/articles) also 

had a double double with 14 points and 14 boards 

to keep the Wizards winless on the road for the season.
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The game against the Wizards marked the beginning of a busy period for the Hawks who play another 

four games in the next six days so it was important to get a good start to the stretch and maintain the 

momentum which has now seen them take eight of their last nine games.

View slideshow: Hawks beat the Wizards 104-95, Atlanta, Georgia, December 7, 2012 

(http://www.examiner.com/slideshow/hawks-beat-the-wizards-104-95-atlanta-georgia-december-7-2012) 

The Wizards came into the game at 2-14 winning two of their last three games including one over 

defending champion Miami but if the Wizards entered the game with confidence from the win over the 

Heat it soon evaporated as the Hawks limited the Wizards to just 19 first quarter points and led by 12.

The Wizards could not cut into that deficit before the half and 

went into the locker room losing 54-41. The Hawks increased 

their lead early in the third quarter when they went up by 16, 

their largest margin of the night. The Wizards did not give up 

and their determination and some sloppy play by Atlanta closed 

the gap in the fourth quarter when they cut the lead to only two 

points. That was as close as they would get as the Hawks made 

a couple of important defensive plays and pulled away to 

eventually win by nine.

"I think when we got the big lead we got a little complacent," 

Atlanta Coach Larry Drew said. "We have to develop a killer 

instinct. Tonight, we didn't have it. It's something that you 

develop," he said. "It's something that just doesn't come 

overnight. I have all the confidence in our guys that we will 

develop."

“We went back to the old Wizards, so to speak, instead of the 

team we know we can be,” Bradley Beal said after scoring 18 

points. “Our defense wasn’t there, both on the ball and help 

defense. We weren’t communicating, we weren’t in the right 

spots, and we were just all over the place, basically. We weren’t there mentally.”

The Hawks, who are sixth in the NBA in fewest points allowed, have been winning with defense. They 

are the only team that hasn't allowed an opponent to shoot 50 percent in a game this season. Against 

the Wizards the trend of strong defense continued. They held the Wizards to just 45.6 percent shooting.

Up next for the 11-5 Hawks is a game at Memphis tomorrow while the Wizards, now 2-15, return to the 

capital to take on Golden State.
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Andrew Snook is a professional photographer residing in Alpharetta. He has covered a 

multitude of sports events in Atlanta and is currently a credentialed photographer for the 

Josh Smith scored a game high 23 

points to lead the Atlanta Hawks over 

the Washington Wizards, Philips 

Arena, Atlanta Georgia, December 7, 
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Atlanta Silverbacks, Atlanta Dream, Georgia Force, Georgia State University and 

several other organizations. He has...
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